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Key issue for discussion (1) 

 

Vision, Strategy and Governance 

 

In December, Ofsted gave us the following advice on governance: 

 

• establish a committee structure with appropriate terms of reference, to ensure we comply 

with our statutory responsibilities (e.g. disability discrimination act, equalities, sex 

education, careers) 

• put in place a written format for governors visits 

• focus more sharply on the quality of teaching and learning  

• highlight the implications of issues discussed at meetings to bring a sharper focus to the 

debate 

• ensure a distinction between public and private discussion for the purposes of minutes, 

given the Freedom of Information Act, applicable to academies from January 2011 

• re-write a raising achievement plan, with consistent reporting on priorities to governors 

• focus less on issues to do with Wellington College and buildings 

 

I would add: 

 

• ensure that the board adds value by being especially well informed, in the following areas:  

strategy and the changing educational environment; the performance of the Principal, senior 

team and key middle managers; succession planning and the development of leadership 

talent;  self-evaluation and an understanding of strengths and weaknesses 

 

I would like to see us develop ways of working which move beyond the traditional committee 

structures and checklists of policies and practice that are commonplace in the public sector.  In my 

view this would involve a re-think of ways of operating, rather than tinkering with what we currently 

have.  In particular I would wish to commend: 

 

• governors meeting in executive session, without any salaried staff, to discuss the 

performance of the Principal and form a view on leadership quality 

• governors meeting with the Principal, senior staff and key middle leaders to review 

leadership, team performance and outcomes 

• governors having responsibility for evaluation of key elements of the school’s work, based 

on spending structured time in the school while it is in session – and then bringing their 

views to the table 

 

I have prepared a paper, at Appendix 1, which shows how our key outcomes flow from our mission 

statement and strategy, highlighting where governors could add value.  Appendix 2 is an exemplar 

template for reviewing team leadership performance – individuals are plotted on the graph. 

 


